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· Standing Desl<s

· Standing Desi< Converter

· Accessories

· Our Client
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The Body Solulion 

Explore our range of standing desks at FreeMAX. We have 
standing desks available in different sizes and materials. 
With the height adjustable design, it gives you a more 
healthier, comfortable and efficient work pattern. Sitting or 
standing for work is just your choice. 
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A6-N1 
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� Electrical adjustor 

A6-N1 has capable of lifting a 
hefty 50kg load at the speed of 
20mm/s without making too much 
noise. The life cycle is greater than 
20,000 times. 

Technical Specifications: 
Desktop Width. 800 
Desktop Depth· 550 
Height Range: 720mm ~ 1200mm (not including the desktop) 
Max speed 20 mm/s 
Lift Capacity 50 kg 
Anti-collapse 
Duty Cycle: max 2 minutes on / 18 minutes off 
Input Voltage: 100 ~ 240v 
Output Voltage: 24V DC2.0A 
Desktop Colour: Desktop Frame Colour. 

Simple operation 
A6-N1 equip with 4 memorized 
levels allow you to preset 4 levels 
regularly. 

Space Saving 
The Monitor Arm can be install 
into the concave design, affixed to 
the wall to use 

` -

Durable 
The steel frames are coated with 
durable powder coating in color of 
black or white 
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A6-Homey Plus 
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Technical Specifications: 
Desktop Width. 1000/ 1200/ 1500 
Desktop Depth· 600 (1000) / 700 (1200 / 1500) 
Height Range· 720mm ~ 1200mm (not including the desktop) 
Bottom Width: 100cm ~ 145cm 
Max. speed: 20 mm/s 
Lift Capacity: 80 kg 
Duty Cycle: max 2 minutes on / 18 minutes off 
Input Voltage: 100 ~ 240v 
Output Voltage: 24V DC2.0A 
Desktop Colour: Desktop Frame Colour. 
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Electrical adjustor 

A6-Homey has capable of lifting a 
hefty 80kg load at the speed of 25 
mm/s without making too much 
noise. The life cycle is greater 
than 20,000 times. 

Simple operation 

AS-Homey standing Desk equip 
with 4 memorized levels allow you 
to preset 4 levels regularly. 
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Width-adjustable 

The frame is width-adjustable, 
going from 1200 to 1800, and 
allowing you to custom-set the 
spacing between the legs when 
you construct your desk. 

' 
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Durable 
The durable powder coated, rolled 
stamped steel frames are 
available in black or white finish. 
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A6-N2-XS 

Technical Specifications: 
Desktop Width: 800/1000 
Desktop Depth: 600
Height Range: 720mm ~ 1200mm (not including the desktop) 
Bottom Width: 110cm ~ 160cm 
Max. speed: 25 mm/s 
Lift Capacity: 100 kg 
Duty Cycle: max 2 minutes on / 18 minutes off 
Input Voltage: 100 ~ 240v 
Output Voltage: 24V DC2.0A 
Desktop Colour: Desktop Frame Colour. 

_

－ Electrical adjustor 
A6-N2-XS has capable of lifting a 
hefty 100kg load at the speed of 
25mm/s without making too much 
noise. The life cycle is greater than 
20,000 times. 
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Simple operation 
A6-N2-XS equip with 4 
memorized levels allow you to 
preset 4 levels regularly. 

Width-adjustable 
The frame is width-adjustable, 
going from 1200 to 1800, and 
allowing you to custom-set the 
spacing between the legs when 
you construct your desk. 

Durable 
The durable powder coated, rolled 
stamped steel frames are 
available in black or white finish. 
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A6-N3 

Technical Specifications: 

Desktop Width: 1200/ 1500/ 1800 

Desktop Depth: 700 

Height Range: 645mm ~ 1295mm 

(not including the desktop) 

Bottom Width: 110cm ~ 160cm 

Max. speed: 38 mm/s 
Lift Capacity: 120 kg 

Duty Cycle: max 2 minutes on/ 18 minutes off 

Voltage: 90 ~ 250 AC 

Desktop Colour: tu
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Ergonomic platform for 

prolonged computing 

Electrical adjustor 

A6-N3 has capable of lifting a 
hefty 120kg load at the speed of 
38 mm/s without making too much 
noise. The life cycle is greater than 
20,000 times . 
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Simple operation 

A6-N3 equip with 4 memorized 
levels allow you to preset 4 levels 
regularly. 

Width-adjustable 

The frame is width-adjustable, 
going from 1100 to 1600, and 
allowing you to custom-set the 
spacing between the legs when 
you construct your desk. 

Durable 

The durable powder coated, rolled 
stamped steel frames are 
available in black or white finish. 
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A6-MC 

工

Technical Specifications: 
Desktop Width: 1200 / 1500 / 1800 
Desktop Depth: 700 
Standard Stroke: 450 mm 
Speed: 7 mm / 1 circle 
Height Range: 710 ~ 1160 mm 
Lift Weight: 80kg 
Desktop Colour: 

Simple operation 

The hand cranks are "hide-away" 
types that can be removed while 
not in use. It takes only a few 
seconds longer to raise and lower 
than their electrically-adjustable 
counterparts. 
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Durable 

The durable powder coated, rolled 
stamped steel frames are 
available in black, white finish. 

Width-adjustable 

A6-MC frame is width-adjustable, 
going from 1200 to 1800, and 
allowing you to custom-set the 
spacing between the legs when 
you construct your desk. 
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Free from power supply
The A6-MC is operated manually. 
No limit to the location use. 
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Power Strip Clamp MH01-2 
Accessories 

CPU Holder CPB-6 

Store hardware under the desk, allows better airflow to get to your 

CPU, while keeping the tower off the ground keeps it cool 

A 90-degree swivel mount for easy access to cables and ports, 

while also protecting the unit from dirty. 

The adjustable height and width which allows you to perfectly fit 

CPUs of various sizes and widths 

The inside of the CPU Mount includes padding dots to protect your 

PC case from scratches. They are easy to both attach and remove. 

Technical Specifications: 

Width: 175mm X 106mm 

Height: 359 - 592 

Capacity: 10kg 

Adjustable width: 88-203mm 

Adjustable height: 300-533mm 

Colour: Black 

The Power Strip Clamp is designed to be angled at 35° degrees to 

make plugging and unplugging easier on power strips with the natural 

movement of the arm when reaching out for it. 

Technical Specifications: 

1. Adjustable Clamp Height

4O-7Omm

2. Anti-Scratch Silicone Pads

3. Easy Setup

3OO^533mm 

． 

l<eyboard tray FMl<T002 

· Star-knob adjustment controls height and tilt simultaneously

· Gel wrist rests for keyboard and mouse platforms add comfort

by minimizing pressure points

· Single platform accommodates both keyboard and mouse.

Mousing surface can be positioned to the left or right of the

keyboard.

Technical Specifications: 

Colour: Black 

Applicable to: All Standing Desk 

Size: 

KeyBoard Tray: 640mm x 255mm 

Metal Holder: 450mm x 160mm 
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Accessories 
Clamp on use/ Power Outlet 

Modesty Panel 

Hanging clips are easy to assemble and use on most desks 

Panel delivers better privacy in a sleek design 

Designed to be compatible with standing desks 

Technical Specifications: 

Width: 1400mm X 400mm / 1000mm X 400mm 

Colour: Grey 

Material· Polyester 

Only applicable to: All Standing Desk (Not included converter) 

Clamps are included. 2/3 clamps provided to 1 m / 1.4m respectively. 

Cable Tray 

Technical Specifications: 

Width: 800mm 

Colour: white 

Material: Steel 

Only applicable to: E3, A6-N2, 

A6-N2-XS, A6-MC 

The Clamp on Power Outlet with USB Charger is a two-in-one power 

solution that gets multiple outlets closer to your desktop. 

Technical Specifications: 

2 USB 
3 Power Outlet 

Clamp Type with Switch 

J

Under Desi< Storage 

· Expand your storage capabilities with this Under Desk Storage

· A high-quality desk collection for any organization seeking

maximum performance for the price
· Let you customize your office environment

· Designed to be compatible with standing desks

Technical Specifications: 

Colour: White 

Only applicable to: A6-MC, 

A6-N2-XS, A6-N2 

Size: (M) 250mm x 185mm x 70mm 

(L) 250mm x 334mm x 70mm 

－ 
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Sliding Under-Desl< Drawer

The sliding under desk drawer can be hidden under the standing 
desk, which make your desktop clean and neat without 
complicated installation.

Technical Specifications: 

Size: 310~610mm(L) X 461mm(W) X 90mm(H)  

Colour: Black

Not applicable to A6 N1/ G5 Standing Desk  

Under Desl< Cable Management Tray

Under desk cable management tray, a smart way to maximize your 

desk space. Helps you keep the cables hidden from the desk and 

make your desktop clean and neat.

Technical Specifications: 

Size: 430 mm x 145 mm  

Colour: Black

Not applicable to A6 N1/ G5 

Standing Desk  

Accessories 

Anti-fatigue Mat
The ergonomic and high rebound anti fatigue mat is matched perfectly 
with standing desk.

Size: 610 mm x 410 mm  
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Technical Specifications: 

Size: (See below figure) 

Colour: WhiteColour: White 
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60cm 
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Bookends design 
Easy to read and use the 3C 
products. 

Pressure bar Design 

Convenient height adjustment 
freedom. 

Variable table board structure 
Use freely adjusted according 
to demand. 

f

_
 71~115cm 

_
_
_

 

+
PU rear wheel 

• Impressive floor to prevent

easy movement.
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Techical Specifications: 

L ift Type: Electric 
Worktop Size:27.95"- 18.90" ( 710m m x 480m m ) 
Travel: 17.72" (45cm)
Capacity: 15 lbs (20 kg)
Max Monitor Size: 32"
Monitor Adjustment: 7.9" (200m m) up/down

; 
+45°/-45°tilt ang le

Max Monitor Weight . 22 lbs ( 10kg)
No of Monitor Supported : 1
Speed: 0.98" (25m m) per second
Operation Sound: < 40db 
Input/ Output: AC110~230V / DC24V 

Remote Control 
EDOD3 is a power control device. It 
comes with Digital Controller with 
LED Sit to stand with a touch of a 
button, Press the button to control 
lifting. 

360 Degree adjustable 
The use r -fnendly ti lt and rotation 
angle adJustments of the base allow 
the monitor to be positioned for 

maximum comfort to help ease the 
physical strains of a long workday. 

Free Standing 
Simply place on the existing desk. No 
additional fixing required 

Desktop Organizer 
There is a Mobile Holder behind the 
l ifting button, which can be placed
you r mobile device safe ly Also
EDOD-3 equipped with two storage 
boxes (~4cm x 18cm). 

Hold up to 32" monitor 

EDOD-3 is VESA standard 
compatible, with individual height
and angle adjustments. 
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Remote Control 
EDOD-3-DA is a power control device. 
It comes with Digital Controller with 
LED Sit to stand with a touch of a 
button, Press the button to control 
lifting. 

360 Degree adjustable 
The user-friendly tilt and rotation 
angle ad」ustments of the base allow 
the monitor to be positioned for 
maximum comfort to help ease the 
physical strains of a long workday. 

Free Standing 
Simply place on the ex1stmg desk. 
No additional fixing required. 

Desktop Organizer 
There is a Mobile Holder behind the 
lifting button, which can be placed 
your mobile device safely Also 
EDOD-3-DA equipped with two 
storage boxes (~4cm x 18cm). 
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Hold up to 32" monitor 

EDOD-3-DA is VESA standard 
compatible, with individual height and 
angle adjustment.

Technical Specifications: 
Lift Type: Electric 
Worktop Size:27.95"- 18.90" ( 710m m x 480m

Travel: 17.72" (45cm)
Capacity: 15 lbs (20 kg)
Max Monitor Size: 32"
Monitor Adjustment: 7.9" (200m m) up/down; +45°/-45°tilt angle 
Max Each Monitor Weight. 11bs ( 5kg)
No of Monitor Supported: 2
Speed: 0.98" (25m m) per second
Operation Sound: < 40db 
Input/ Output: AC110~230V / DC24V 



MDOD2 

Technical Specifications: 

Weight : 20kg 

Capacity : 15kg
Height range : 155mm~495mm (Unlimited height levels) 

Convenient to use 

MDOD2 is 900mm wide, which is ideal for the 
desk  wider than 1400mm. Simply place on 
the table that can be used without any 
installation. It is the best solution instead of 
switching a standing desk.

High Loading 

It can easily load 155kg weight, even 
if MDOD2Ois to the highest position, 
it can maintain a reasonable stability.

Lifting system 

Manual pneumatic lifting system built-
in unlimited heights adjustable 
positions, simply raise or lower in a 
few seconds effortless.

Removable ergonomic keyboard tray
Providing enough space for your keyboard
 and mouse.
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MDOD2S 

Technical Specifications: 
Weight : 20kg 
Capacity : 15kg
Height range : 155mm~495mm (Unlimited height levels) 

Convenient to use 

MDOD2S is 730mm wide, which is ideal for 
the small desk. Simply place on the table that 
can be used without any installation. It is the 
best solution instead of switching a standing 
desk.

High Loading 

It can easily load 155kg weight, even 
if MDOD2SDto the highest position, it 
can maintain a reasonable stability.

Lifting system 

Manual pneumatic lifting system built-
in unlimited heights adjustable 
positions, simply raise or lower in a 
few seconds effortless.

Removable ergonomic
 keyboard tray
Providing enough space for your 
keyboard and mouse.
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Our Client 

中電

港燈

環境保護處

香港海關

香港中文大學

港鐵

BURBERRY 

職業訓練局

嶺南大學

香港理工大學

H&M 

食物環境衛生署

醫院管理局

香港大學

香港城市大學
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